Earth Oven Construction Process

▼	Foundation
	▼	Drainage
	•	Excavate a hole 15-18" deep.  The hole should be 3-6" larger than the ultimate size of the foundation (for example, for a 4'x4' foundation, dig a hole that's between 4.5' and 5' square
	•	Line the cavity with filter (landscape) fabric
	•	Fill with 3/4" crushed stone or other similar coarse fill
	•	Tamp the fill thoroughly
	▼	Stem Wall
	▼	The actual steps will vary depending on the type of material used.  I will cover the steps for a rubble filled, stone foundation
	•	For a 3' high wall, the base of the wall should be at least 18"-2' wide.  It is important to remember that the ultimate pad provided by the foundation for the oven must not be smaller than our suggested dimension.  It's common for stone walls to taper as they rise, but if this is not accounted for by building the foundation larger at the base, the ultimate foundation pad will be too small to accommodate the oven.
	▼	With stone, build a ring around the perimeter of the base
	•	The wall can taper or thin to about 1 foot wide at a height of three feet
	•	Line the inside of the stone ring with filter fabric to keep fill material from spilling into the wall and pushing the stones apart
	•	It's probably easiest to fill the center of the ring as the wall is built, rather than doing it all at once.  Be sure to tamp the fill as you go.
	•	This rubble can be large crushed stone 1.5"+, small wall building stones, etc.  Something that can be firmly packed so as to provide a stable base for the oven.
	▼	When the wall is about 16" from its crest (20" high), begin to fill with insulation
	•	I've found that perlite covered in clay slip works very well
	•	Clay slip is simply a liquidized clay mixture.  To make slip, soak clay in water for as long as possible.  It will be easier to mix if the 'chunks' of clay are broken up - rather than tossing large clods in to soak.  When it's time to make the slip, use a drill and mixer attachment to whip it up.  This can also be done by hand by breaking up the clay with your fingers in the water and mixing.  It's a lot quicker, easier and smoother when mixed mechanically though.  Clay slip can take on a virtually infinite number of consistencies.  In this case, we want a material that is thin and runny - thicker than chocolate milk but thinner than pudding.
	•	Once the slip is mixed, pour some over x cubic feet of perlite in a wheelbarrow or other suitable mixing container and mix by hand.  You want to thinly cover all of the perlite with the slip.  Continue to add slip and mix until this is done.  (all the perlite should be brown)
	•	Pack this mix well (perhaps using the end of a 2x4).  Remember that the perlite is still supporting the oven so it's important that it's well packed.  Just be careful not to tamp too hard - perlite is basically a puffed clay and can be crushed by excessive pressure.
	•	Fill the remaining 4" of the foundation ring with fine sand and cover the entire foundation well either using a tarp or roof of some sort to ensure that water, soil and other foreign materials are kept separate.
▼	Oven
	•	I won't cover the stages of oven construction here as we will be directing it and it is also clearly covered in Kiko's book
▼	Roof
	•	Because we are unfamiliar with the resources that will be available at each site as well as the skills and styles of the builders involved, the following does not include a specific design, but rather a few considerations to help guide the design for a suitable roof.
	•	Use good rot resistant lumber
	•	Bury the posts to an adequate depth and use braces to stabilize the frame laterally
	•	The roof could either be a shed or gable type.
	•	Make sure to create ample overhangs on all sides of the oven.  We're attempting to protect the oven and create a space that could still be used during rainy weather.  A 2-3' overhang on each side should serve this purpose.
	•	Ensure that the roof is high enough to work under comfortably and safely - probably a minimum of 8'  (consider the potential danger posed by fire) Three feet should be the minimum clearance between the roof and oven.

